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Introduction

In theory, competition improves e¢ ciency and reduce prices

However, empirically, not much evidence supporting this relationship

Endogeneity of competition

Exception: Galiani and Musso (2014). Experiment in Dominican
Republic



Introduction

Do the poor pay more?

Purchases are made in small stores (economies of scale, higher
transaction costos, ...)

Godman (1968), MacDonald et al. (1991), Kaufman et al. (1997),
Gibson et al. (2013)



Introduction

Uruguay social program: transfer targeted at vulnerable households to
spend in food, non-alcoholic beverages and cleaning items exclusively
at authorized participant stores (small stores)

Nearly 65,000 households receive monthly between 30 and 160 USD,
depending on the number of children and vulnerability. The program
represents, on average, 8.5% of total household income

The transfer is received by a debit card and must be used only in
authorized stores (800 stores aprox). Bene�ciaries can not make cash
withdrawls



Introduction

Initially, big stores were banned from the program, but were enabled
to participate in October 2013. Nonetheless, they have not been
incorporated

Ministry of Social Development focus group (2014): bene�ciaries
claim that store charge high prices, are far away, and they do not have
a variety of products available permanently

Welfare of bene�ciary households vs pro�tability of small stores



Introduction

Would bene�ciaries pay lower prices if they could shop anywhere?

Does the program a¤ect participating stores incentives?

Do participanting stores price discriminate between bene�ciaries and
other customers?



Methodology I: Pool of Stores

We follow three strategies:

pislt = αi + ηl + λt + β0Ds + β1BPHltDs + β2S
P
stDs + γXisl + εislt (1)

pislt log of price of good i, in store s, in city l and time t. Ds indicates
if a store is participating in the program; BPHlt is the number of
bene�ciaries in city l as a proportion of the number of households; SPst
is the number of participant stores in one kilometer. Xisl includes SPst
and BPHlt separately, an indicator variable for chain, and SNst



Methodology II: Nearest neighbor

For each participan store we �nd the nearest non-participant-store, and
estimate:

pPislt = γ1p
N
islt + γ2Distst + γ3BPHlt + γ4Alt + γ5S

P
st + γ6Cs + εislt (2)

If γ1 = 1, we estimate:

pPislt � pNislt = γ2Distst + γ3BPHlt + γ4Alt + γ5S
P
st + γ6Cs + εislt (20)

Distst is the log of the distance between participant store s and the
nearest non-participant store; Alt is the average amount transfered to
bene�ciaries; and, Cs is the number of cashiers at the non-participant
store s

Product category and store �xed e¤ects. Time dummies



Methodology III: Identical stores

For those stores for which we have information on price charged to
program bene�ciaries and other customers, we estimate:

pPislt = α+ αi + ηs + λt + γ1p
N
islt + εislt (3)

All models are estimated with clustered standard errors at the product
category level

Each speci�cation is estimated by regions. The capital city of
Montevideo (in two regions); department capitals in the rest of the
country; and, other cities



Data: two data sources

Program transactions

- Monthly purchases between June 2012 and May 2014

- + 600 participan stores, 142 cities

Ministry of Economics and Finance

- Daily prices between 2012 and 2014 (self reported)

- 333 stores, 45 cities



Data: Red=program participant stores, Blue=others



Data: Montevideo (capital city)



Data

69 products identi�ed with their UPC, 24 product categories

7% of CPI and 23% of food, beverages and cleaning items

10% of total program expenditure



Data: Summary statistics



Results I: Pool of stores



Results I: Pool of stores



Results I: pool of stores



Results II: Nearest neighbor



Results II: Nearest neighbor



Results III: Identical stores



Conclusions

Outside the country capital city of Montevideo, prices in participant
stores are increasing in the size of the program and, in department
capitals�prices are decreasing with the number of nearby participant
stores

Bene�ciaries would get lower prices if they can shop in non-participant
stores, in the northern region of Montevideo and outside Montevideo

There is no evidence of systematic price discrimination between
bene�ciaries and other customers



Further work

Incorporate program sales at the store level to enable a better analysis
in Montevideo

Spatial econometrics

Pass-trough of reduced VAT to prices paid by the bene�ciaries
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